
PictureXTracker
Picture search in XPress and InDesign documents

PictureXTracker searches complete folders or also complete volumes including the 
sub-directories for the pictures belonging to a QuarkXPress document. In this way it is even 
possible to search complex file systems efficiently for picture data. If the picture is anywhere in 
the selected directory system, then PictureXTracker will find it. If PictureXTracker discovers 
several pictures with the same name while searching through the directories, the user himself 
can select from which directory the picture is chosen.

PictureXTracker provides various optional settings, such as for whether file suffixes are to be 
taken into account or not or the search is to be case sensitive, or whether the file used for 
assignment should always be the one with the latest date.

With the "Search and Replace" function, PictureXTracker also offers the possibility of replacing 
picture paths completely with others. It is even possible to change the platform by using 
Macintosh and Windows path separators.

http://www.codesco.com/index.php?eID=tx_cms_showpic&file=fileadmin%2Fbilder_grafiken%2FScreenshots%2FPictureXTracker_Quark.jpg&md5=34f8da9c708e5c2306731cab760fe9bbf5b53a63&parameters[0]=YTo0OntzOjU6IndpZHRoIjtzOjQ6IjgwMG0iO3M6NjoiaGVpZ2h0IjtzOjQ6IjYw&parameters[1]=MG0iO3M6NzoiYm9keVRhZyI7czo0MToiPGJvZHkgc3R5bGU9Im1hcmdpbjowOyBi&parameters[2]=YWNrZ3JvdW5kOiNmZmY7Ij4iO3M6NDoid3JhcCI7czozNzoiPGEgaHJlZj0iamF2&parameters[3]=YXNjcmlwdDpjbG9zZSgpOyI%2BIHwgPC9hPiI7fQ%3D%3D


Thanks to PictureXTracker, the tedious reallocation of pictures whose location has changed is 
now a thing of the past:

With just a few mouse clicks, PictureXTracker allocates the pictures to the corresponding 
QuarkXPress document, even for complex directory structures.

Advantages of PictureXTracker at a Glance:

The tedious reassignment of pictures whose location has changed is now a thing of the 
past thanks to PictureXTracker.   
PictureXTracker updates the assignment between the document and pictures by only a 
few mouse clicks, even for complex directory structures.
PictureXTracker allows the simultaneous reassignment of pictures to several documents.  
   
Embedded pictures in InDesign documents can be taken into account in different ways for 
editing with PictureXTracker.
With PictureXTracker , master pages can be included in or excluded from the editing 
process.
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Operating System 
Mac OS:
X 10.9, X 10.8, X 10.7
Software 
XPress:
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Product Type
Full Version
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Operating System 
Mac OS:
X 10.5, X 10.6, X 10.7
Win:
XP, Vista, Win 7
Software 
XPress:
9.x
InDesign:
CS5, CS5.5, CS6
Language
German

Product Type
Demoversion (available 
in download area)

Delivery Form
digital

Status
Product available

Price (Full Version)
199,- € net

Request Proposal
PictureXTracker 5.0
Operating System 
Mac OS:
X 10.6, X 10.5, X 10.4
Win:
Win 7, Vista, XP
Software 
XPress:
8.x
InDesign:
CS4
Language
German, English

Product Type
Full Version, 
Demoversion (available 
in download area)

Delivery Form
digital

Status
Product available

Price (Full Version)
199,00 € net

Request Proposal
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